
tmp1[i][j] >>= 1; /* Final rounding. tmp1[i][j] is now represented on NBI bits. */if (tmp1[i][j] < -(1 << static int x = 1; static long mc1[8][8], 

mc2[8][8]; /* if (init) { for (;;) } (long m1[8][8], long m2[8][8]) { long i, j, k, tmp1[8][8], tmp2[8][8]; /* Loops indexes and temporary matri-

ces. */ double ftmp1, ftmp2; static int init = 1; static long mc1[8][8], mc2[8][8]; /* hard-coded cosines matrices. */if (init) { for (i = 0; i < 8; 

i++) for (j = 0; j < 8; j++) { ftmp1 = ((j == 0) ? 0; static long mc1[8][8], mc2[8][8]; /* hard-coded cosines matrices. */if (init) { for (i = 0; i < 8; 

i++) for (j = 0; j < 8; j++) { ftmp1 = ((j == 0) ? 0.5 / sqrt (2.0) : 0.5) * cos ((2.0 * i + 1.0) * j * TH); ftmp2 = ftmp1; /* The well known formula. 

The max absolute value for ftmp1 and ftmp2 is 0.5. */ ftmp1 *= (1 << NBC1); if (ftmp1 < 0) ftmp1 -= 0.5; else ftmp1 += 0.5; mc1[i][j] = 

ftmp1; ftmp2 *= (1 << NBC2); /* Multiply the cosine coefficient by 2^NBC2. The max absolute value for * ftmp2 is 2^(NBC2-1). */ if 

(ftmp2 < 0) ftmp2 –= 0.5; else ftmp2 += 0.5; /* For symetrical rounding. */ mc2[i][j] = ftmp2; } init = 0; } /* Then the first pass. */ for(i = 0; i 

< 8; i++) for(j = 0; j < 8; j++) { for(k = 0, tmp1[i][j] = 0; k < 8; k++)tmp1[i][j] += mc1[i][k] * m1[k][j]; /* The [i,j] coefficient of the matrix product 

MC1*M1. */ tmp1[i][j] >>= (NBC1 + 10 – NBI); tmp1[i][j] += 1; /* For rounding purpose. */ tmp1[i][j] >>= 1; /* Final rounding. tmp1[i][j] 

is now represented on NBI bits. */if (tmp1[i][j] < -(1 << static int x = 1; static long mc1[8][8], mc2[8][8]; /* if (initp1[i][j] >>= 1; /* Final 
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